The present study applies all-electron relativistic DFT calculation with DouglasKroll-Hess (DKH) Hamiltonian to each ten sets of Ru and Os compounds. We perform the benchmark investigation of three density functionals (BP86, B3LYP and B2PLYP) using segmented all-electron relativistically contracted (SARC) basis set with the experimental Mössbauer isomer shifts for 99 Ru and 189 Os nuclides. Geometry optimizations at BP86 theory of level locate the structure in a local minimum. We calculate the contact density to the wavefunction obtained by a single point calculation. All functionals show the good linear correlation with experimental isomer shifts for both 99 Ru and 189 Os. Especially, B3LYP functional gives a stronger correlation compared to BP86 and B2PLYP functionals. The comparison of contact density between SARC and well-tempered basis set (WTBS) indicated that the numerical convergence of contact density cannot be obtained, but the reproducibility is less sensitive to the choice of basis set. We also estimate the values of R/R, which is an important nuclear constant, for 99 Ru and 189 Os nuclides by using the benchmark results. The sign of the calculated R/R values is consistent with the predicted data for 99 Ru and 189 Os. We obtain computationally the R/R values of 99 Ru and 189 Os (36.2 keV) as 2.35 × 10 −4 and −0.20 × 10 −4 , respectively, at B3LYP level for SARC basis set.
Introduction
The bonding study between a metal and ligands on transition metal complexes is desired in order to estimate their stability and reactivity. Mössbauer spectroscopy enables us to observe an electronic state of the atom to which the Mössbauer nucleus belongs [1] . Especially, Mössbauer isomer shifts (δ) describe not only the oxidation and the spin states of Mössbauer elements, but also the bonding properties quantitatively. δ is formulated as the difference between electron densities at nuclear position, i.e. contact density (ρ), of absorber (ρ absorber ) and source (ρ source ) multiplied by the constant coefficient depending on only Mössbauer nuclides (1):
where e is the elementary electric charge, Z and R are the nuclear charge and its radius, respectively, and R is the variation of the nuclear radius between Mössbauer transition states [1] . We can obtain ρ 0 values by a quantum chemical calculation and connect the theoretical calculation with the Mössbauer isomer shifts (2) [2] .
The linear relationship between the experimental Mössbauer isomer shifts (δ exp ) and the calculated ρ 0 values (ρ calc 0 ) enables us to evaluate the performance of a computational method. We can also estimate the R/R value of a Mössbauer transition by comparing between (1) and the calibration constant (a) in (2) obtained by benchmarking [2] .
We have performed the benchmark study on relativistic DFT calculation for lanthanide and actinide compounds by referring to the experimental data of 151 Eu and 237 Np Mössbauer isomer shifts [3] . We have also indicated the application possibility of DFT to the task for minor-actinides separation from lanthanides, leading to solving the disposal of high-level liquid waste [4] . The present study aims to estimate the DFT performance for Ru and Os compounds by the benchmarking with the experimental Mössbauer isomer shifts of 99 Ru and 189 Os systems. The benchmark study with Mössbauer isomer shifts has been performed energetically for 57 Fe system [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . However, it has been hardly done for 99 Ru and 189 Os systems. Furthermore, the estimation of R/R values is first demonstrated by combining δ with DFT calculations for Ru and Os complexes, since the negative sign of the R/R value for 189 Os (36.2 keV) observed experimentally was reported by combining δ with the only use of self-consistent field calculations for free ions.
Computational details
All DFT calculations were performed by using ORCA ver. 3.0 [10] . The computation of ρ 0 values requires unconditionally a set of all-electron basis function for a Mössbauer atom. The relativistic Hamiltonian needs to be included in the Kohn-Sham equation in order to consider the relativistic effect of a heavy atom. Scalar-relativistic second-order Douglas-Kroll-Hess (DKH2) procedure [11] was introduced into the Hamiltonian with a finite nucleus model as uniformly charged sphere [12] to avoid the divergence of the s-electron density at nucleus position in the case of a scalar-relativistic calculation using a point changed nucleus [13, 14] . Spin-orbit coupling effect was considered by using the Breit-Pauli perturbative method. Segmented all-electron relativistic contracted (SARC) basis sets optimized for DKH2 calculation were assigned to all atoms. The SARC basis set for Os atom was referred to Ref. [15] . For the other atoms, we used the recontracted version implemented in ORCA: the exponents are cited in Ref. [16] and the method of recontraction can be obtained in Ref. [15] . The basis sets of Ru and Os atoms were assigned as (19s14p9d) contracted to (12s9p5d) with one p-type polarization function and (22s15p11d5f) contracted to (17s11p8d2f) with one f-type polarization function, respectively, for both geometry optimizations and single-point calculations. Geometry optimizations were performed without any geometrical constraints at a BP86 / SVP (SARC-DKH) theory of level. All single-point energies were obtained by three functionals, including BP86, B3LYP and B2PLYP functionals, with TZVP (SARC-DKH) basis sets. The resolution of the identity (RI) approximation was employed for all self-consistent field (SCF) calculations in a pure-DFT calculation with Split-RI-J [17] ; in a hybrid-DFT calculation with RIJCOSX [18] . The accuracy and grid parameters for SCF calculations were employed with the same setting to our previous work [3] . Each ten complexes for Ru and Os systems in which the experimental Mössbauer isomer shifts were available were chosen for the benchmarking shown in Table 1 . We employed the experimental isomer shifts measured at 4. [19, 20] and [M(bipy) 3 ] (M = Ru III , Os II ; bipy = 2,2'-bipyridine) [21, 22] were referred to single crystal X-ray structures as the starting coordinates when optimized. We constructed the starting geometries for four-, five-and six-coordinated compounds as tetrahedral, trigonal bipyramidal and octahedral systems, respectively. We regarded the spin state which has the lowest energy among different spin states as their electronic ground states (Table 1) .
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Results and discussion
All equilibrium geometries were obtained in local minima. Tables 2 and 3 were obtained with the coefficients of determination (R 2 ) whose values are higher than 0.88 for all systems. The standard deviation values for Ru and Os systems decrease in order of BP86, B2PLYP and B3LYP. In the cases for both 99 Ru and 189 Os, we found that B3LYP functional gives the stronger correlation with experimental isomer shifts compared to BP86 and B2PLYP functionals. Our previous benchmark results with 151 Eu and 237 Np Mössbauer isomer shifts showed the slightly different tendency that B2PLYP is more suitable for the evaluation of bonding nature in f-block complexes compared to BP86 and B3LYP. The bonding nature in compounds depends on the exchange interaction between two electrons. The mixing ratio of exchange term in exchange-correlation potential between Hartree-Fock and DFT is different among three functionals. BP86, B3LYP and B2PLYP contain 0, 20 and 53 % of Hartree-Fock exchange admixture, respectively. It is implied that the more suitable mixing ratio of Hartree-Fock exchange term to evaluate the bonding interaction between metal and ligands is different between d-and f-metal ions, although it should be discussed carefully in future work. We, however, indicate that hybrid DFT, such as B3LYP or B2PLYP, is proper methods which reproduces the bonding properties for both d− and f−block compounds compared to pure DFT, such as BP86. It is suggested that the benchmarking of DFT with Mössbauer isomer shifts enables us to evaluate the validity of the bonding property for a heavy metal ion, such as 5d and 5f metal ions. We also checked the validity of the SARC basis sets for Ru and Os atoms. We performed the single-point calculations for the smaller sets of Ru and Os complexes to obtain their calculated ρ 0 values using Huzinaga's well-tempered basis set (WTBS) in completely uncontracted form (28s20p17d) for Ru atom and (32s23p18d12f) for Os atom [26, 27] . Table 4 values in the case of SARC basis set were very smaller than those in the case of unc WTBS by the percentage of 66.6 and 58.6 % for Ru and Os systems, respectively. This failure to numerically converge might be based on the lack of the steepness of s-type GTO basis functions in core region for SARC basis set compared to that for WTBS, not the divergence of wavefunction when approaching a point nucleus, because our calculations include the finite nucleus approximation. However, what we need is not the absolute value of contact density, but variations of the contact density. When focusing on the linearity between Mössbauer isomer shifts and ρ calc 0 value, the correlation coefficient (R) is improved for Ru system and almost unchanged for Os system by changing the basis set from unc WTBS to SARC. The resulting standard deviation indicated that SARC basis set has the reproducibility of Mössbauer isomer shifts as equal to unc WTBS. This implies that the variation of contact density is less sensitive to the effect of very tight primitive functions of basis set than the value of the ρ 0 value itself as Kurian and Filatov reported [28] . The slope value in Table 4 , however, varies depending on basis set. Their absolute values for SARC are larger than those for WTBS by 36 and 65 % for 99 Ru and 189 Os systems, respectively. This indicated that the variation of the ρ calc 0 value for SARC basis set is more sensitive to the oxidation states for Ru and Os atoms than that for WTBS due to the effect of the convergence of basis set. The amount of change from minimum to maximum values of ρ calc 0 was 21.7 / 26.1 a.u. −3 for SARC/WTBS in the case of 99 Ru system, and 108.7/181.9 a.u. −3 for SARC / WTBS in the case of 189 Os system. This indicated that the result of SARC underestimates the variation of contact density compared to that of WTBS. This underestimation might be caused by that the failure of convergence of contact density makes the response to the change of valence state weaker.
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where E γ is the γ -ray transition energy of Mössbauer level, c is the speed of light. The nucleus radius (R) was approximated as 1.2 A 1/3 fm, where A is the mass number of Mössbauer nucleus. Tables 2 and 3 b Estimated based on a values given in Table 4 discussions lead to the accurate estimation of R/R values as well as the improvement of DFT calculations by benchmarking.
Conclusion
We applied all-electron relativistic DFT calculation to Ru and Os complexes. [25] . We checked the reproducibility of SARC basis set by comparing the ρ calc 0 values with uncontracted WTBS basis set for BP86 functional and also indicated that the numerical convergence of contact density relates to the responsibility to the change of valence electron state. This work reveals that the benchmarking with the Mössbauer isomer shifts is a powerful methodology not only to predict the bonding states, especially, for heavier atoms, but also to estimate the important nuclear parameter, R/R, even if the value is not obtained experimentally.
